Comparative conformational properties of thermophilic and mesophilic 6-phosphogluconate dehydrogenase.
The structural properties of 6-phosphogluconate dehydrogenase from the mesophilic bacterium E. coli and the thermophilic B. stearothermophilus are compared using circular dichroism and fluorescence emission spectroscopy. The enzymes appear to possess a similar structure which does not change on heating up to the respective temperature of stability of the enzyme. The thermostability of the two 6-phosphogluconate dehydrogenases as determined by activity measurements parallels that determined by CD with the melting profile method, indicating that the loss of biological activity in the enzymes is directly related to the unfolding of the protein molecule. The pattern of unfolding of the proteins by the action of 8 M urea suggests that a core of enhanced conformational stability exists in the B. stearothermophilus enzyme.